Garter Triangle and Peak EDGING
Plus “on JOINING EDGINGS”
A knitting pattern and method discussion
© Kim Brody Salazar, 2007, 2012; http://www.string-or-nothing.com

Instructions
Cast on 16 stitches. Knit in garter stitch until piece
measures about 6 inches long.
Bind off four stitches, and knit across remainder of
row. Knit next row, casting on four stitches at the
end.
On the next row, (K3, K2tog), repeat across the row,
ending K1. Knit three more rows on the remaining
13 stitches. Bind off.
Sew side seam, taking care to leave the thumb slit
open.

On Joining Edgings
Knitting an edging onto a piece isn’t difficult.
It helps if your base item was worked with a slip
stitch selvage edge, but that’s not mandatory. I’ve
knit edgings onto all sorts of things, including
finished fulled/felted items, fabric, and leather (some
caveats on this, below). The slip stitch selvage just
makes it easier.
Your chosen trim will have one edge intended to
hang free. Most often that will be dagged, serrated,
scalloped or otherwise fancified. It will also have one
(more or less) straight edge. This straight edge is
intended to be sewn or knit onto something else. I
like to work in the orientation shown in the knit
sample and pattern, above – with my straight edge
on the right, and the fancy edge on the left. My right© 2007, 2012 Kim BrodySalazar, http://string-or-nothing.com
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Garter Triangle and Peak Edging
Plus “on Joining Edgings”
side rows commence from my main piece outward,
and my wrong-side rows return from the fancy edge
back to the main piece.
Sometimes I use a provisional cast-on and start my
lace rows immediately after it. Other times I use a half
hitch cast on, then work one row back in knits before
starting my lace patterns. There’s no real rhyme or
reason here. It’s just what I felt like doing at the time.
In this case, I cast on using half-hitch, and worked a
row of knits back, working my first join on that “back
from cast-on” non-repeated row.
The join itself is quite simple. When I get to the last
stitch of my wrong side row, I pick up one stitch in the
edge of my established body piece. Then, for the first
stitch of my right-side lace row, I either knit or purl that
newly created stitch along with the next stitch after it
on my needle.
If I knit those two together I end up with a neat column
of stitches that makes a visual line between the lace
edge and the main body. While this can be desirable
in some cases, it does present a different appearance
on the front and reverse of the work. For example, if
both the main body of my to-be-edged piece is in
garter stitch, and I’ve chosen an edging that’s largely
worked in garter stitch, too I’ll use a P2tog to make
the join. The front and back of the work will look less
different from each other if I purl the join instead of
knit it.
Once the join is made, I work out the remainder of my
right-side lacy row, and the return row. So long as I
remember to pick up one stitch at the end of every
wrong-side/return row, then work that stitch together
with the next one as I begin the right side row, my
edging will be firmly united with my main body.
Sometimes you don’t want to do a row-for-row join.
Occasionally the stretch of the lace edging or the ratio
of the edging rows to body rows isn’t 1:1. This might
happen if you are working the edging on smaller
needles; or if you are working the edging across a row
of live stitches (or across the top or bottom cast-on or
bound-off edge) rather than along the “long side” of
the work, parallel to the main body’s knitting. In that
case you may need to either work additional nonattached lace rows every so often, or pick up at the
end of the wrong-side/return rows by knitting two body
stitches together, again every so often. The former
adds more length to the lace, the latter subtracts
width from the body. Which method is used depends
on the stretch of the body.

those towels beyond recognition, but the edging still
lookes good. If you had knit the edging separately and
seamed it on it would be very easy to remove and reapply to new towels. But even if you had run a band
of slip stitch crochet down the edge of the towel to
provide an easy edge for attachment first, and then
you had knit that edging onto the towel, removing the
fancy lace from the towel will be …problematic.

Knitting Edgings onto Non-Knit Textures
As far as knitting onto fabric, fulled material or leather
– it CAN be done. If the edge can be pierced by a
needle tip (or was conveniently punched beforehand),
you can knit right onto the edge of anything. BUT the
warning about not being able to take the lace off
again or adjust it later is strongly in effect. If you want
to attach a lace edging to any of these substrates, it’s
worth it to work one row of slip stitch or single crochet
or do a row of buttonhole embroidery stitch along the
item’s margins first, then knit (or seam) your knitted
edging onto that preconstructed foundation row. The
foundation row gives you a stable, evenly placed line
of stitches on which to work the joins, and stabilizes
the base item’s edge somewhat.
It also (in the case of leather) makes working into
previously punched holes easier (a crochet hook or
sturdy embroidery needle is much easier to thread
through a difficult fabric than is a knitting needle’s tip).
Plus, if you think the item being trimmed might shrink,
consider seaming rather than knitting on so you can
make adjustments later.

Conclusion
So. If you plan on using a lace edging again on
another item, or you think your base item might shrink
– take the time to seam (collars, cuffs, bed or bath
linens). If the edging will remain on that piece, living
and dying with the item that bears it – consider
knitting on instead (knit counterpanes, scarves).

The Down Side of Knitting Edgings Onto a
Piece
The biggest caveat in attaching knitting by knitting on
rather than by seaming is that if you do so, the lace is
no longer “portable.”
Let’s say in a fit of Suzy Homemaker frenzy, you
edged out a set of exquisite hand towels. It’s now
some years later, and your children have stained
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